Extracting location names from informal and unstructured texts requires the identi cation of referent boundaries and partitioning of compound names in the presence of variation in location referents. Instead of analyzing semantic, syntactic, and/or orthographic features, our Location Name Extraction tool (LNEx) exploits a region-speci c statistical language model to evaluate an observed n-gram in Twitter targeted text as a legitimate location name variant. LNEx handles abbreviations, and automatically lters and augments the location names in gazetteers from OpenStreetMap, Geonames, and DBpedia. Consistent with Carroll [4], LNEx addresses two kinds of location name contractions: category ellipsis and location ellipsis, which produces alternate name forms of location names (i.e., Nameheads of location names). The modi ed gazetteers and dictionaries of abbreviations help detect the boundaries of multi-word location names delimiting them in texts using n-gram statistics.
INTRODUCTION
Social media data are most valuable for disaster response as targeted streams with a speci c spatial context [26] . We de ne targeted streams as the set of tweets that has potential to satisfy an eventrelated information need [29] crawled using keywords and hashtags to contextualize the event (e.g., "#ChennaiFloods" for the oods in 1 Annotated data and the complete source code will be made public for other researchers and humanitarian organizations.
arxiv.org '17, August 2017 , Dayton, OH, USA Chennai, India). While the tweet "water level in Ganapathy Colony is around 2 m" refers to a location, unless we know where "Ganapathy Colony" is, the water level data cannot inform disaster support such as storm surge modeling/forecasting or disaster evacuation.
The rst step of any approach to location extraction (LE) is identifying the boundaries of a location mention in the text, referred to as entity delimitation. To address this problem, researchers have applied both syntactic heuristics (using lexical cues, e.g., "in New Orleans") and semantic heuristics (i.e., content-based, for di erent types of locations such as buildings and streets) [21, 22] . But such heuristics are complex or weak, such as failing to delimit metonyms and location names that begin sentences (i.e., outside locative expressions, e.g., "New Orleans is ooded"). Moreover, simply identifying a location name still leaves the problem of linking the entity to a corresponding gazeteer record, in order to attach the location metadata, particularly the geo-coordinates, to the mention. Simple xed phrase matching from gazetteers, as in [22, 25] , is ecient and solves the linking problem, but remains vulnerable in two respects. First, pragmatic in uences on writing style shorten names to reduce redundant content. We call this the location name contraction problem. For example, the location name, "Balalok School", appears in the Chennai ood Twitter messages (tweets) in contrast to the full name that appears in the gazetteer: "Balalok Matriculation Higher Secondary School". Second, the gazetteers are imperfect, including adjacent auxiliary (and sometimes extraneous) content that is not required to specify the location name. With simple xed phrase matching, the tendency for authors to shorten names while the gazetteers extend names creates con icting conditions causing poor recall. On the other hand, simply relaxing matching criteria exacerbates an existing disambiguation problem in which named entities match multiple gazeteer entries. We seek a solution to this constellation of problems.
Our novel location name extraction method (LNEx) extracts negrained location mentions in a stream from an area of interest by considering location names as a sequence of ordered words known as collocations [23] . Collocations are neither strictly compositional nor always atomic. We cannot identify them with grammatical rules, and as noted above, xed phrase matching is not reliable for longer names. Fortunately, collocations do re ect regularities, readily accessible in an existing resource: the gazeteer. Given a region-speci c gazetteer we can construct a statistical model of the token sequences it contains. However, current gazetteers require modi cations to rectify their imperfections. As discussed in more detail below, Carroll [4] provides a theoretical foundation for adding two kinds of location name contractions: category ellipsis and location ellipsis. To mimic this, we exploit the existing token sequences in the gazeteer by using a simple skip-gram heuristic, thereby including "Balalok School" as a legitimate variant of the complete name. LNEx also lters out auxiliary or ambiguous content such as proper names (e.g., "George, Washington").
Here we answer the question: Can we accurately spot location mentions in text solely relying on a targeted Twi er stream and a statistical language model synthesized from augmented and ltered region-speci c gaze eers)? Although LNEx relies on a targeted Twitter stream collected using event-speci c keywords, it does not rely on the rarely available geo-coordinates attached to tweets and it does not require any supervision (i.e., training data). It is well-suited for stream processing, is easy to setup and use, and needs only freely available data. Our contributions to the location extraction task include:
(1) A method for preparing high-quality gazetteers from online open data, such as OpenStreetMap, Geonames, and DBpedia, and deriving a language model from them; and a comprehensive analysis of the contribution of gazetteer quality to overall system performance. (2) A referent corpus representing the full scope of location name extraction challenges; a challenge-based categorization of place names found in the targeted streams corpora. We annotate three di erent Twitter streams: the 2015 Chennai ood, the 2016 Louisiana ood, and the 2016 Houston ood, for our evaluations and use by others.
(3) A demonstration that LNEx convincingly outperforms commercial-grade NER and Twitter-speci c tools with at least a 98% on average F-Score improvement.
LNEx provides the foundation for localizing social media information on a map, thereby supporting demographic studies and providing resources for other computational models and disaster management applications. With increased availability of open data, we expect our approach based on region-speci c knowledge to be widely applicable in practice.
THE LNEX METHOD
The core of LNEx is a statistical language model consisting of a probability distribution over sequences of words (collocations) that represent location names in gazetteers. The algorithm uses the relative likelihood of an observed word sequence to decide the boundaries of a location name in tweets. We discuss the details of LNEx in four subsections. First, we present the general idea of statistical inference. Then we discuss critical modi cations to the gazetteer, followed by a description of modi cations to the text samples, including repair of misspellings and breaking hashtags. Finally, we illustrate the full location analysis and matching process that spots location names in text.
Statistical Inference through n-gram Model
LNEx constructs an n-gram model from the collocations in the gazetteer to determine valid location names (LNs) in tweets. Given "texas ave is closed", the model checks the validity of one to n-grams. For our gazetteer, "texas" and "ave" are valid gazetteer unigrams but "is" and "closed" are not. Similarly, "texas ave" is a valid and preserved bigram (over two unigrams).
Algorithm 1 Language Model Generation Algorithm
locat ion_names ← read from Gazet t eer ; 3:
for l n ∈ locat ion_names do 4:
uni r ams ← t okenize (l n); 5: bi r ams ← generate from successive uni r ams; 6: t r i r ams ← generate from successive uni r ams; 7:
end for 8:
for n-r ams ∈ [bi r ams, t r i r ams] do 9:
conditional frequency distribution (CFD) ← create using n-r ams; 10: conditional probability distribution (CPD) ← create using CFD; 11: end for 12: end procedure 13: procedure S P (st r in = s) 14: w n 1 = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) ← t okenize (s ); return P (w n 1 ) ⊲ calculated using the equations (1-4); 15: end procedure As shown in Algorithm 1, we rst tokenize all location names to construct the n-gram model and then save lists of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams (Lines 3-7). Next, for bigrams and trigrams, we create conditional frequency distributions (CFD) to count the collocations (i.e., c (·) in equations (1-2)). Conditional probability distributions (CPD) are then constructed from the recorded n-grams using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). We make the assumption that only the last two words determine the probability of the next word (Markovian assumption of order two), and for collocations longer than trigrams, we fall back on trigrams 2 (Lines 8-11). MLE assigns zero probabilities to tokens missing from the gazetteers. This data sparsity problem is mitigated by augmenting the gazetteers with location name variants (see Section 2.2). In the lines 13-15, we estimate the probability function P of a string s using the following equations:
is the count of the collocation w y x (i.e., the occurrences of the consecutive words, w x to w y ).
Gazetteer Augmentation and Filtering
We faced two primary challenges when building our language model using raw gazetteers. These do not appear to be discussed in the literature on augmentation and ltering methods [25, 34] :
(1) Conditional Collocation Contractions: Some atomic ngram location names (collocations) cannot be shortened, e.g., "New York". However, contraction does preserve the meaning of some longer names, especially when the rst and the last words are intact, such as "Balalok School" noted earlier. This provides exible references to location names composed of (2) Auxiliary and Spurious Gazetteer Contents: Gazetteer entries may contain additional content, only some of which is helpful. Other content is extraneous to location names. Retaining extraneous information can cause location name matching to fail. Therefore, some gazetteer entries require cleaning to improve matching reliability (see Table 1 ).
To inform a generative method for gazetteer augmentation and ltering, we consulted Carroll [4] on the complex phenomenon of alternate name forms (called Nameheads, a label that places the analysis in the domain of lexical morphology rather than traditional grammar). He divides this process into four subprocesses: (1) Appellation Formation, (2) Explicit Metonomy, (3) Category Ellipsis, and (4) Location Ellipsis. As described above, our method partitions the named location entity problem into two tasks: location delimitation and disambiguation. Carroll's rst two subprocesses fall under disambiguation more than delimitation. Disambiguation requires context for name resolution, which is beyond the scope of the present e ort. We brie y describe Appellation Formation and Explicit Metonomy before turning to the last two processes, which we address extensively.
Appellation Formation occurs when, for example, the author refers to the location name "The Erie Canal" as "The Canal". Our location categorization scheme treats this as an ambiguous location (ambLoc) that requires disambiguation to be linked correctly (see section 3.1). This phenomenon is very prevalent in disaster tweets. People may refer to the only airport in the a ected area as just "The Airport" without more speci c information. The common ground or shared understanding between the author and the recipient implicitly disambiguates the referent [30] . Such contractions require background knowledge such as the author's location for disambiguation. In contrast, referring to "The University of Alabama" as "Alabama" is an example of Explicit Metonomy. This process is at least as context sensitive as Appellation Formation and likely depends on anaphora for disambiguation, i.e., prior exchange concerning universities. Moreover, the gazetteer should already have a record for "Alabama". Any disambiguation method must consider context in order to link such variants correctly to the university record rather than to the state record in the gazetteer.
The last two subprocesses, however, can be readily used to augment gazetteers, allowing us to overcome much of the lexical variation between the authors' text and the gazetteers' records. Category Ellipsis occurs when the author drops words related to the location category from the name (e.g., any of the intermediate tokens inside "Balalok Matriculation Higher Secondary School" or "City" from "Houston City" to become "Houston"). Location Ellipsis, on the other hand, occurs when a user drops the speci c location reference in the location name (e.g., when "New York Yankees Stadium" becomes "Yankees Stadium" or when "Adyar" disappears so that "Cards India -Adyar" becomes "Cards India"). We exploited Category Ellipsis (for collocations contraction) and Location Ellipsis (for ltering the auxiliary content) as follows:
(1) Skip-grams: Our simple skip-gram heuristic retains the rst and the last token of a long location name but eliminates subsets of intermediate tokens, to generate candidate location name variants. To avoid adding "The York" as a legitimate variant of the location name "The City College of New York", we require a location category name (e.g., building, road) as the last token. Table 2 shows example augmentations using skip-grams. According to our experiments and [12] , this results in a small number of contractions that are either useful collocations or are too random to cause many false positives.
(2) Hand-crafted rules: To address bracketed auxiliary content (e.g., 1-3 in Table 1 ), we use hand-crafted rules that remove speci c words on a case-by-case basis. Remaining bracketed names are deemed legitimate alternatives (e.g., 4 and 5 in Table 1 ). We treat hyphenated location names as Location Ellipsis and generate two locations out of one by splitting it on the hyphen and adding the two splits (e.g., 6-9 in Table 1 ). We expect that the majority of these location names represent a partonomy relationship where the hyphen may be read as a "part of" relation between split tokens. The second token might not be added as a separate variant because it might already exist in the gazetteer as its own location name entity (e.g., "Hammond" in "Pilot -Hammond").
These two methods augment and lter OpenStreetMap, Geonames, and DBpedia gazetteers sliced from the original sources using a bounding box. By deriving new names from operation on original names, we can attach the metadata of the original location name to the generated variant. Moreover, by treating derived names as synonyms for existing names, we avoid creating additional demands on disambiguation. We add the derived, variant location name to the gazetteer as long as it does not collide with an existing location Frequency   T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6 mentions 9 (e.g, "New Avadi Road" over "Avadi Road") 10 and keep both if they are of the same length. When full location names appear inside partial ones, we keep only full names in the set of possible locations (e.g., extracting "Louisiana" from "The Louisiana"). The nal list of full location mentions found in all splits of a tweet comprise the set of all spotted location names in a given tweet text.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using a set of event-speci c hashtags and keywords, we collected 4,500 geographically limited tweets from three targeted streams of disasters. Below, we categorize and annotate these tweets for benchmarking each component of LNEx and for comparing LNEx with other state-of-the-art tools for the location extraction task.
Benchmarking and Annotations
To better identify and characterize the challenges in extracting location names accurately, we developed a categorization scheme. Our scheme is not content based as in [9, 24] , but rather with respect to our con dence in where these locations lie in relation to the area of interest. For example, regarding the city of Chicago, IL, USA):
(1) inL : Locations inside the area of interest, (e.g., Millennium Park or Burlington Ave.) (2) outL : Locations outside the area of interest, (e.g., Central
Park, 5th Ave, New York.) (3) ambL : Locations that are ambiguous and need context for identi cation, (e.g., our house or Louisiana Rivers.) Our categorization di ers from [9, 24] in that they categorize location names based on their types (e.g., buildings, facilities, schools) while our method categorizes them with respect to the area of interest (i.e., inL or outL ) and the nature of the location mention (i.e., inL or ambL ). This allows us to better identify and characterize the challenges of extracting all kinds of location names. Additionally, it allows us to reduce the ambiguity problem, specically the geo/geo ones (e.g., "London, Ohio, USA" or "London, UK"). Alhough disambiguation is out of the scope of this paper, clearly, reducing the ambiguity before disambiguation is very desirable and will highly a ect the accuracy of the subsequent steps. Tweet Annotations. Figure 3 shows an example manual annotation from the Louisiana ood tweets using the BRAT tool [32] . BRAT allows us to de ne search functionalities and additional resources for the annotators to use, including Google Maps, Photon 11 , and Mapzen 12 . In the rare event that no match was found, the annotators may consult other resources, including the standard Google Search. An ambL annotation covers cases not otherwise found. Annotators decide whether a location name is an inL or outL by consulting a pre-de ned bounding box of the a ected area as declared by o cials 13 .
The annotators annotated three datasets: the 2015 Chennai ood, the 2016 Louisiana ood, and the 2016 Houston ood. In Chennai, they spotted 4,589 location names (75% inL , 4% outL , and 21% ambL ); in Louisiana, 2,918 (66% inL , 13% outL , and 22% ambL ); and in Houston, 4,177 (66% inL , 7% outL , and 27% ambL ). We used 1,000 tweets (500 each from Chennai and Louisiana) as a development set and the remaining 3,500 tweets as the test set for our evaluations of LNEx and all other tools. Figure 2 shows a random sample of the prevalence of di erent challenges in each of the three annotated datasets. Later evaluation shows that the challenges in uence the performance of the extraction process. For example, note the low prevalence of T1 and the higher prevalence of T2-T5 challenges in the Houston data.
Evaluation Strategy
Because BRAT records the start and the end character o sets of the annotated LNs, we evaluate the extraction task by checking the character o sets of the spotted location name in comparison with the annotated data. We used the standard comparison metrics: Precision, Recall, and the balanced F-Score. In the case of overlapping and partial matches, we penalize all tools by adding 1 2 F P (False Positive) and 1 2 F N (False Negative) to the precision and recall equations (e.g., if the tool spots "The Louisiana" instead of "Louisiana").
Because we aim to extract location names that are inside the area of interest, we evaluate all tools based on the category of the extracted location. For the inL mentions, we count all hits and misses of a tool and ignore all hits when the category of the extracted location is outL or ambL . However, we take a conservative approach and penalize LNEx for extracting location names of outL and ambL categories, counting them as false positives (FPs) since our tool is not supposed to be able to extract these.
Spell Checking
The literature on location name emphasizes the e ect of misspellings in tweets [11, 22, 33] . SymSpell xed the misspellings of 105 tokens from Chennai (3.64%), 6 from Louisiana (0.35%), and 21 from Houston (1.22%). While this led to a 1% increase in recall, the F-Scores decreased by 2% on average due to the in uence of increased false 11 photon.komoot.de 12 https://mapzen.com 13 The declared disaster area of the 2016 Louisiana oods: https://rebrand.ly/2016lfc1b 
Hashtag Breaking
Using the annotated data, we evaluated the performance of the hashtag breaking component only on the hashtags that contain location names. The accuracy ranged from 88% to 96% (see Fig. 4 ). Some accuracy was lost due to the statistical nature of the method. For example, "#lawx" is broken into "law" and "x" instead of "la" and "wx" because the combined probability of the word "law" and the character "x" is higher than the other combinations.
Picking a Gazetteer
All gazetteer combinations had similar performance (base on the average F-Scores) where the di erence between the worst and bestperforming combinations was around 0.02 F-Scores (see Figure 5 ). In the nal system, we merely rely on OpenStreetMap as using other gazetteers did not contribute to improving the average F-Scores. More importantly, DBpedia is not focused on geographical information; therefore, it does not contain many of the useful metadata for the system's future use (e.g., locations' extents and their full addresses). Also, OpenStreetMap has more ne-grained locations and more accurate geo-coordinates than Geonames [10] . The augmentation and ltering of gazetteers did also contribute to signi cant improvements on the average F-Scores (See Figure 6 ). The gure suggests that the noisiest gazetteer was OpenStreetMap followed by Geonames then DBpedia.
Comparing LNEx with other tools
We compared LNEx with the following types of tools 14 :
(1) Commercial Grade: Google Cloud Natural Language API 15 , (2) General Purpose NER: Stanford NER 18 and OpenNLP Name Finder 19 . To spot named entities in texts, Stanford NER learns a linear chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) sequence model [8] , while OpenNLP Name Finder uses the maximum entropy (ME) framework which tries to choose the best named entity tags for a given sequence of words [2] . We trained both tools interchangeably on our three annotated datasets in addition to all the data from the Second Workshop on Noisy User-generated Text (W-NUT 2016) 20 . We transformed the training data from the BRAT's stando format to CONELL using Inside Outside Beginning (IOB) encoding to train Stanford NER, and to OpenNLP Name Finder training format to train OpenNLP. We also removed all annotations of non-location entities from the W-NUT 2016 data and uni ed all entities we consider as type location (i.e., geo-loc, company, facility) into one type (i.e., loc).
(3) Twitter NLP: OSU Twitter NLP 21 and TwitIE-Gate 22 . The former uses CRF to learn a model from the same body of annotated tweets data used in W-NUT 2016, while the latter [3] used the same dataset to retrain the Gate ANNIE to suit the extraction from tweets. Both tools adapted CRF-based Part of Speech taggers and trained them on the manually annotated tweets. The tools are pipelined systems of POStagging followed by NER. Yet, TwitIE-Gate goes even further by supporting normalization, gazetteer lookup, and regular expression-based tagging for entity delimitation. Additionally, we augmented their dictionaries with our augmented and ltered OpenStreetMap gazetteers for fair comparison.
(4) Twitter Location Extraction: Geolocator 3.0 23 . The tool uses a tweet-trained CRF-based classi er and other rulebased models to extract street names, building names, business names, and unnamed locations (i.e., location names that contain a location category such as "School" or "Mall"). Table 5 : Scores of tools vs. LNEx with a raw gazetteer (LNEx-RawGaz) and augmented and ltered gazetteers (LNEx-AFGaz). Table 6 shows scores of the supervised tools vs. LNEx. 3.6.1 antitative Analysis. All tools are evaluated using the same metrics and on the same annotated data. In the case of hashtags, we count all hits for all tools and when a tool missed, we penalized only the ones that break hashtags (namely, TwitIE-Gate 24 and LNEx). Additionally, we consider all spotted mentions from PlaceFinder, Geolocator 3.0, Stanford NER, and OpenNLP as location names but, for other tools, we consider only the entity types in Table 4 as entities of location type. 25 LNEx outperformed all tools on all datasets in terms of Precisions, Recalls, F-Scores, and the average F-Scores (see Table 5 and Table 6 ). LNEx showed excellent performance and stability on the test and development sets from Louisiana with only a 0.2% F-Score Fixing such limitations should contribute to around 2% F-Score improvement on average. Nevertheless, the augmentation and ltering methods signi cantly improved the average F-Score from 0.69 to 0.81. As mentioned above, we trained the Stanford NER and OpenNLP tools on four datasets. Table 6 shows the precision, recall, and F-Score of these tools while tested on the training data and on the remaining dataset that was not used for training. From the numbers, we see that both tools perform extremely well on the training dataset, which suggests that these tools are very good at learning models which represent the data accurately. However, when the learned models were tested on new datasets, both tools performed poorly, with around 0.34 and 0.30 average F-Score for both Stanford NER and OpenNLP respectively. We also observed that the performance of Stanford NER was signi cantly improved by 0.25 F-Score increase when we extended the training dataset to around 10k tweets while OpenNLP performance was negatively impacted with an 0.03 F-Score decrease even though both tools were trained on the same datasets.
3.6.2 Illustrative Examples. In order to compare tool performance, Table 7 shows three tweets, one from each of the Chennai, Louisiana, and Houston datasets, covering most challenges. The location name "Oxford school" allowed us to examine if a tool relies on capitalization for the extraction task. Con rming Ritter et al. [31] , we can observe in the table that only OpenCalais, Geolocator and LNEx were able to extract the name correctly while the rest either partially extracted it or did not detect it at all. For example, PlaceFinder extracted "Oxford" and geocoded it with the geocodes of Oxford city in England. Additionally, while Stanford NER and OpenNLP were trained on the same datasets, OpenNLP extracted Oxford while Stanford NER did not detect any of the location name tokens, which suggests that the cue word "near" was insu cient evidence for Stanford NER to spot at least Oxford. Correspondingly, since "New Iberia" is a correctly capitalized full location name almost all tools were able to extract it. However, TwitIE-Gate missed it although it is part of the gazetteer we added to the tool. Moreover, the system did not use the preceding cue term "in". OpenCalais is a closed box so we don't know why it failed.
Regarding T3-T5, only our system and TwitIE-Gate are designed to to break hashtags. Our system was able to extract the location name "Louisiana" from one of the hashtags but failed to extract "la" from #lawx, since LNEx does not yet extract acronyms and abbreviations of location names from texts unless they are part of the gazetteer. In addition, the hashtag breaker was not able to correctly break the hashtag into "la" and "wx". In the future, a dictionary of region-speci c acronyms can augment the region-speci c gazetteers. TwitIE-Gate on the other hand was not able to extract any location name from the hashtags. Finally, only Geolocator was able to extract the nickname "htown" of Houston as a location.
Google NLP simply does not handle problems of type T6. Adding a space between the dot and "west" to create "school. west mambalam. ", results in the extraction of "west mambalam" as one location name but omits "Oxford school". Because Google NLP relies heavily on orthographic features such as capitalization, changing the case of "s" in "school" to "Oxford School" does help. Open-Calais cannot extract "west mambalam" even after xing all grammatical mistakes, normalizing the orthographic features, and even introducing cue words. The tool only extracts well-known location names of coarser granularity than street and building levels unless the location names have an attached location category (e.g., school or street). PlaceFinder, on the other hand, tries to nd geocodable location names in text without considering the spatial context. Therefore, the tool extracts "th" as the country code of Thailand and "Oxford" as the city in England. Hence, PlaceFinder geocoding is in uencing some of the mistakes made by the tool.
Finally, LNEx does have some limitations. The correct name found in Google Maps for "sou th kr koil street" is "South K R Koil Street". This location has two problems: a misspelling ("sou th") and a T6-compound mention problem ("kr"). The system cannot rejoin a word partitioned by misspelling, or break words other than hashtags. LNEx examines each token individually and joins them only if they are valid n-grams in the language model (see Section 2.1). Moreover, this particular record is missing from our gazetteers. Without gazetteer repair, LNEx would not extract it.
RELATED WORK
Extracting location names from texts is a special kind of Named Entity Recognition (NER) where the extracted entities are only of type location. Here, we extract only entities of type location, and when describing other general purpose entity extractors (i.e., the tools that extract entities of other types beside locations like Google NL, TwitIE-Gate [3] ), we focus only on the entity types that represent a location (e.g., Organization, Facility).
Formal texts like news are grammatical and contain high quality punctuation and orthographic features. Tools like Stanford NER, OpenNLP, and others have impressive performance on them. In contrast, Twitter messages (tweets) lack features exploited by contemporary NLP tools. Informality, ill-formed words, irregular syntax and non-standard orthographic features of tweets challenge such tools [15] . We agree with [1] that some issues might be exaggerated. Indeed we found that spelling corrections only contributed to 1% recall improvement. Nevertheless, text normalization alone is insu cient for NER [6] . Specially designed tools such as [3, 11, 31] deal with such challenges using pipelined systems of POS tagging followed by NER. [3, 11] also perform Regex tagging, normalization, and gazetteer lookup to deal with such challenges.
Preceding the entity delimitation step (spotting location mentions in texts), previous state-of-the-art methods perform chunking, noun phrase extraction, or phrase mining while relying on the orthographic features for POS tagging [13, 14, 16, 20, 22] or Regex tagging [3, 11] . Then, they extract location names from the chunks and phrases of sentences using the following techniques:
(1) Gazetteer search or n-gram matching:
[19] used a gazetteer matching technique to perform exact matches. The n-gram matching relies on a segment-based inverted index of location names (similar to the use-case in [11] ). Similarly, Malmasi et al. [22] perform n-gram matching with gazetteer records. Similar to our method of building location-speci c gazetteers, [25] pre-loads a list of location names of the area of interest. Then, they index these location names for later matching with phrases from tweets. [33] method extracts location names from targeted text streams using an exhaustive n-gram matching of at most 2458 substrings of a tweet. This method does not need a preceding step (chunking or phrase mining) but requires more comparisons, which makes it inapplicable to texts longer than tweets, and expensive to run in real-time.
All of these methods also use fuzzy matching to deal with misspellings and other noise in the text but none of these techniques will be able to nd a solution or a match for location contractions such as "Balalok School". Additionally, all of these techniques do not deal with the auxiliary content and noise present in the gazetteer records.
(2) Handcrafted rules: Semantic heuristics are also used to extract location names based on their category. Pattern matching and Regex matching are used in [11, 22, 34] . These methods rely on cue words (potentially unavailable) or orthographic features for POStagging (which are very noisy and unreliable).
(3) Supervised and Semi-supervised methods:
The literature on supervised-based methods for location extraction mainly used two kinds of models:
(a) CRF-based models:
• Tweet-trained models: majority of the methods retrained the famous Stanford NER on tweets [3, 11, 20, 35] or other CRF implementations such as in [13, 16, 17, 21] . • News-trained models: these methods used tools like Stanford NER and OpenNLP out of the box without any retraining [11, 20, 22] .
(b) Maximum Entropy-based models:
For comparison, [20] used OpenNLP out of the box and also retrained it which, as mentioned before, uses ME for the extraction.
The semi-supervised method by Ji et al. [14] used beam search and structured perceptron for sequence labeling. The method extracts location mentions from tweets and links them with their respective Foursquare location entities. However, the authors did not clearly address noise in the Foursquare gazetteer although such location-based social networks contain a large number of misspellings, acronyms, abbreviations, and "junk places or places of personal interest" (e.g., "my sofa" or "our house") [5] .
We did not rely on any of these methods. Handcrafted rule-based methods are hard to develop, and successful POS tagging is tailored to formal text (which a ects chunking, phrase extractions, and Regex tagging as well). Moreover, because we seek geo-coordinates attached to each extracted location, we did not care about spotting locations that cannot be found in the gazetteers. (This is the only advantage some of these tools have over LNEx.) The supervised methods are labor intensive. Also, our speci c application is time critical. Annotating tweets during ongoing disaster is likely infeasible, and is surely ine ective for real-time processing. While many state-of-the-art methods retrained di erent location extraction models, in Section 3.6.1, we showed that these models are highly e ective only when trained on the same data from which we wish to extract location names.
The closest work to our method (LNEx) are Li et al.'s TwiNER [18] and Downey et al. 's LEX [7] . Both used Microsoft Web n-grams (which contains the language statistics) for chunking but the former used DBpedia for entity linking. However, our tool (LNEx), exploits a gazetteer-based language model for delimitation and the same gazetteer for linking, unifying the two steps they take for spotting named entities. Moreover, [7] worked with web data and relied heavily on capitalization but these orthographic features are unreliable in tweets.
Finally, other methods extract locations from hashtags. The method developed by Malmasi et al. [22] uses a statistical hashtag breaker technique similar to ours. Ji et al.'s method [14] removes only the # symbol and treats the hashtag as a full token. Yin et al. [35] , on the other hand, used a more sophisticated greedy maximal matching method to break hashtags using a list of words. Moreover, TwitIE-Gate of Bontcheva et al. [3] uses two methods for hashtag breaking: a dynamic programming-based method for nding subsequences and a camel-case-based method for breaking.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We accurately spot location mentions in text solely relying on a targeted Twitter stream and a statistical language model synthesized from augmented and ltered region-speci c gazetteers. LNEx outperforms state-of-the-art techniques and mainstream location name extractors. By exploiting the knowledge already available in the gazetteer, we retain the bene ts of n-gram matching regarding access to location metadata. We do not employ any training and we do not depend on syntactic analysis or orthographic convention. We compensate for limitations in xed phrase matching with gazetteer augmentation and ltering heuristics that are consistent with theoretical analysis. Although we do not solve the disambiguation problem here, our approach to augmentation as an operation on gazetteer contents avoids making the disambiguation problem worse by allowing new name variants to retain the metadata content from existing names. Also, the geo/geo disambiguation problem is lowered by preserving the spatial context through the use of a location-speci c gazetteer.
Certainly, LNEx does not solve all location extraction problems. Since the method is driven by the linking procedure to gazetteer entries, the method do not extract all location names in tweets since some of them do not have a corresponding record in the gazetteers (e.g., "our house"). The next step in our program is the disambiguation of locations for speci city (e.g., nding which section of a road, which campus of a university, or selecting the correct location name from many records in the gazetteer with the same name). Our simple collocation contraction method has some limitations but presents an e ective precision-recall trade-o apparent in the F-Scores. However, because the spatial context is already established using the custom gazetteer, a more sophisticated name model that ignores the generic parts and retains the speci c parts when augmenting a location name (i.e., adding "Sam's" as a variant of "Sam's Club") can be bene cial [4, 5] .
